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Barotropic Response to Cooling 
HENRY STOMMEL 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Jnslilulion, Woods Hole, Massachusells 02543 
GEORGE VERONIS 
Department of Geology and Geophysics, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520 
Imposed horizontal density differences in a nonrotating fluid generate vertical circulation which has 
vanishing vertically integrated transports. When the system is rotating, geostrophic velocities can balance 
the density differences and the vertically integrated transports need not vanish locally. In a two-layer 
fluid, fin ite amplitude disturbances lead to barotropic flows that have the same direction as the velocity in 
the layer that thickens as a result of the disturbance. Specific calculations are carried out for the geostro-
phic adjustment model in situations that approximate those in which 18° water is formed south of the 
G ulf Stream. The upper layer transport that results from sudden cooling (as simulated by density differ-
ences that are initially unbalanced geostrophically) is in the same direction as the Gulf Stream transport 
and comparable to it in magnitude. A lower level transport of the same magnitude flows in the opposite 
direction with a maximum value about an internal radius of deformation to the right of that of the upper 
layer. The barotropic transport is about 1/ 5 as large and flows downstream in the Gulf Stream and up-
stream to the right of the Gulf Stream. 
I. I NTRODUCTION 
It is often assumed that the response of a stratified ocean to 
sudden cooling- as in the northwestern Mediterranean, the 
Labrador Sea and 18° water south of the Gulf Stream-is 
baroclinic, i.e., the vertically integrated flow vanishes. There is 
ample evidence to support such an assumption in certain sim-
plified systems. For example, suppose that a vertical barrier 
separating a layer of dense water on the left from less dense 
water on the right is suddenly removed. Light water will flow 
to the left near the surface, dense water will flow to the right 
near the bottom and eventually a stably stratified, two-layer 
system will be established. During the adjustment the verti-
cally integrated flow at any position will vanish. 
If, however, the entire system is rotating, only part of the 
initial potential energy is released by penetration to the right 
and left. The remainder will support a geostrophic flow para l-
lel to the plane of the barrier. We show in the next section that 
this induced horizontal flow generally has a nonvanishing ver-
tical average a t each point. 
As a second example, consider the flow in a stably stra ti-
fied, two-layer, rotating fluid which is perturbed in-
finitesimally. With subscripts I and 2 referring to upper and 
lower layers, respectively, the conservation of potential vorti-
city of the final equilibrium state is expressed as 
~I+ I = j_ ( Ia) 
hi HI 
~2 +I= j_ (I b) 
h2 H2 
where f is the Coriolis parameter, t are the vertical velocities, 
and h, and H, are the perturbed and unperturbed depths of 
the two layers. These equations yield 
so 
H! ~l + / H I = f hl 
H2~2 + / H 2 = f h2 
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H1~1 + H2~2 +(H I + H2)f =(hi+ h2)f 
If the fluid is confined between rigid level boundaries at top 
and bottom, the total depths H 1 + H 2 and h1 + h2 are equal 
and the result is 
H1 ~1 + H2~2 = 0 
Therefore the vertically integrated vorticities vanish for lin-
earized flows. If the velocities vanish at some point (say, at in-
finity) the last equation can be integrated horizontally from 
that point, and we conclude that the vertically integrated 
transports vanish everywhere for linearized flows. 
For flows of finite amplitude the vertically integrated vorti-
cities become 
and the total integrated vorticity is 
hl ~l + h2~2 = t(~l + ~JL\hlf 
where Ah1 = h 1 - H 1 = -h2 + H2 measures the distortion of 
the interface from its equilibrium level. Hence the vertically 
integrated vorticity does not vanish. 
If we consider the simple case where the flow is independ-
ent of y , we have~~ = iJv 1/ iJx and ~2 = iJv2/ iJx. Furthermore, if 
the flow vanishes at x = -ex>, we can integrate ( Ia) and ( l b) 
from - ex> to x to obtain 
I!" VI = H- L\hldf 
I -oo 
Then the vertical integrals of v over each layer added together 
yield the total barotropic transport 
To= h1 V1 + h2v2 = 1( ~1 + ~2)Ah1 /_~ Ah1dx 
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